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Synopsis

Film analysis starts here. Looking at Movies is the most effective, engaging, and widely adopted introduction to film analysis available. From its very first chapter, Looking at Movies provides students with all the tools they need to become perceptive viewers of film, including the most sophisticated and seamlessly integrated media resources that are rich with comprehensive analysis and assessment tools ever produced for a textbook in this market. Authoritative, accessible, and of superior value, Looking at Movies offers instructors with abundant teachable resources to help students analyze movies critically and effectively.
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Customer Reviews

This book was a great read. Dave Monohan did a great job explaining technique, which is great for the novice, perfect for a beginning film class. The information was comprehensive. For the various scenes in the described, youtube almost always had clips for you to view the scenes yourself. Which was a bonus, I did not expect.

Excellent anatomy of film. Perhaps a little "too much info," but very interesting, just the same.

Came in excellent condition. No writing on it whatsoever and all the pages are clean and crisp.

It came new with its code!
The book was very helpful. It also includes the access code for the online book too. It’s definitely worth the buy!
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